Abstract. The iris localization plays a fundamental role in the recognition process because the speed and performance of the iris recognition system largely depends on the quality of the pupil and iris detection. This process includes the detection of inner (pupil) and outer (iris) boundaries. In this paper we present a new method for iris and pupil boundaries detection based on Adaboosting technique for localization of circular objects and an algorithm based on the elements of analytic geometry, in particular, the determination of the bounded circumference of a tangential square that encloses the pupil and iris. The proposed approach overcomes the limitations that had previous methods regarding the use of images obtained under not controlled conditions like specular light reflected in the pupil or in the iris. We experimented our approach comparing the results in detection with the results obtained by Daugman algorithm using images from two contrasting databases, CASIA and UBIRIS.
Introduction
Recognition using the iris texture has been an active investigation field in last years; it has been considered the better phenotypic feature in human face that determines its identity and offers biometric feature acquisition without invasion. Recognition of a person by iris constitutes one of the main applications of the biometrics at present time. The first step in the recognition process is the automatic iris localization. The human eye iris is characterized by a circular or quasi circular form limited by two borders (iris inner border and outer). The iris inner border coincides with the contour of the eye's pupil and the iris outer border establishes the contact iris-sclera (Fig.1) . A number of algorithms have been proposed for automatic iris contour detection to obtain both, the iris inner and outer border parameters in order to isolate the iris texture information. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The limitations of these algorithms are the fact that they were thought for working using images taken under well controlled illumination conditions [8] where of the specular light reflected in the pupil or in the iris does not represent a problem. The high computational cost is another of their limitations.
In this paper we present a method based on Viola and Johns algorithms [9] that localized the pupil and iris circles. The results of this process are the localization of the iris inner and outer border enclosed in a tangential to border square. The next step is to draw the circle enclosed in the detected square that describes the iris and pupil borders. We experimented our approach using images from UBIRIS database that incorporates images with several noise factors, thus permitting the evaluation of robustness iris recognition methodologies and compared the results with those obtained using images taken in well controlled environment of CASIA database.
Automatic Detection of Tangential Square to Pupil and Iris Borders
Detection of tangential square to pupil and iris borders is achieved through the algorithm of Viola and Johns [9] , implemented in the OpenCV library [10] . The advantages that this algorithm offers are several: The image representation called integral image, which allows a very quickly computation of the features used by the detectors. The learning algorithm is based on the Stump-based 24x24 Gentle Adaboost, which lets the selection of a small number of features from the initial set and to obtain efficient classifiers. This method combines classifiers increasingly in a cascade of simple classifiers for discriminate particular features [9] . We trained two cascade detectors, the first devoted to detect the pupil circle (inner contour) with or without specular light reflection, and the second devoted to detect the iris circle detection (outer contour) with or without specular light reflection. 
Training Process
The iris training set consisted of 100 labeled pupil and 100 labeled iris images taken from the UBIRIS and CASIA databases. The region training set was manually prepared by means of the selection of the rectangular regions, and then these samples were saved and rescaled all to a size of 24 x 24 pixels. (Fig. 2) . In the training phase, the classifier was exhaustively trained using these sets of regions by the cascade detectors in a wide variety of training images.
Description of the Automatic Detection Process
The process begins with the pupil border detection by means of the cascade detector specialized in the pupil detection with specular light reflection or without it (1). As a result, the coordinates of the tangential square that contains the pupil are obtained. A second cascade detector is triggered to look for the iris circle, as in the previous step we obtain the coordinates of the tangential square that contains the iris (2). 
Approximation of Pupil and Iris Contour to a Circle Inscribed in a Square
The iris inner contour coincides with the external pupil boundary. Since it is assumed that the pupil and iris possess circular form, the parameters that should be obtained are, the pupil centre coordinates and its radio. To solve this task the algorithm of tangential square circle was designed. The general idea is very simple, beginning with an automatic localized tangential square; we will calculate the radius of the circumference and the centre of the square that is the centre of the pupil or iris. With the centre and the radius we draw a bounded circumference to the square. The calculated circumference is the pupil or iris contour.
The steps for the proposed approximation are as follows:
Step1: Find the radius of the circumferences The radius of the circumferences is calculated by expressions:
Where nx p,i and mx p,i are the extreme coordinates of the horizontal or vertical side of the square for the pupil(p) and iris(i). (Fig. 3) Step 2: Find the centres of the tangential squares. The centres of the squares C p (x p ,y p ) and C i (x i ,y i )are calculated by expressions : Step 3: With the circumference parameters we automatically draw the bounded circumference to the square that is the pupil (p) or iris (i) contour by expression. 
Lookup Table
To increase the speed of the proposed algorithm we put all the possible values of the circumference coordinates in a lookup 
The Pupil Pixel Value Change
In a previous work [7] we presented an algorithm that we called "Three points algorithm". The proposed algorithm takes advantage of the pupil circular form using elements of analytic geometry, in particular of the determination of the bounded circumference to a triangle. To obtain the parameters that define the external contour the Daugman algorithm [1, 2] was used. This second algorithm receives the output from the first one and after that, searches the abrupt gradient changes of a contour integral to find the iris border. The problem of this proposal was the fact that its effectiveness depends of the quantitative texture feature, as the standard deviation to detect the frontier between the pupil and the iris. When we work on a database with well controlled conditions like the CASIA database [3] composed by images taken with near infrared illumination, without the presence of specular light the performance of the combination of these two algorithms is very high, but when the images are affected by specular light it fails due to the high variability detected in the pupil. To avoid this problem and improve the performance of this combination we implemented an optional step in our new proposal
Step 4: Substitution of the pixel values inside the pupil circumference by zero values, this guarantees that the performance of Daugman algorithm will be effective because the difference between the standard deviation within the pupil and in the iris area increase abruptly. 
Experiments
For a complete evaluation of the performance of our proposal we divided the experimental process in two parts, the first one oriented to the measurement of the effectiveness of the automatic detection of the tangential square enclosing the iris inner and outer contours, and the second one oriented to measure the accuracy of determination of the texture codification area for feature extraction and identification.
Measurement of the Effectiveness in the Automatic Tangential Square Detection
We defined a set of measures necessary to know accurately the effectiveness behaviour of the detector according to the final mission of the process. They are:
ESD (External Square Difference): The difference in area between optimal square containing the real contour and the one automatically detected if the area of the square detected is bigger (Fig 5, left) , it is given in percentage and calculated by the expression: (5) where DAS and TAS are the areas of the tangential square automatically detected and the area of the actual tangential square respectively. ISD (Internal Square Difference): The difference in area between optimal square containing the actual contour and the one automatically detected if the area of the detected square is smaller (Fig 5, right) , it is given in percentages and calculated by the expression:
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GFT (General effectiveness of automatic detection) is the general percentages of accuracy taking in to account the ISD and ESD, and expresses the precision with which the detector is able to enclose the actual contour. It is calculated by the expression.
We also measured the effectiveness of the automatic detection process by computing the correctly detected regions, missed regions and falsely detected regions. 
The UBIRIS Database
We did the experiments in the UBIRIS database [11] . UBIRIS database is composed of 1877 images collected from 241 persons during September, 2004 in two distinct sessions. Its main characteristic results from the fact that, in opposition to the existing public and free databases (CASIA and UPOL), it incorporates images with several noise factors, thus permitting the evaluation of robustness iris recognition methodologies. For our experiment we took 2 images per person (482 images of 241 persons) and divided the database in two sections, training set, 100 persons (200 images) and test set, 141 persons (282 images), see Fig.7 .
Measurement of the Accuracy in Determination of the Texture Codification Area for Feature Extraction and Identification
The idea was to measure the similarity between images that contain the texture codification area for feature extraction and identification, comparing images generated from the detected automatically contours and the ones detected by Daugman algorithm (Fig 6) . As a similarity measure we used normalized correlation. Normalized correlation has been chosen as it has proved to be a successful similarity measure in computer vision. For identical images it takes the maximum value equal to unity, it is defined as:
Where the first image is w(i,j), the second image is w 1 (i,j).
For this experiment we used images from CASIA database. We compared 108 images generated from our approach against 108 images of the same individuals generated from Daugman algorithm.
The same procedure we used to compare images from UBIRIS database. For this experiment we compared the Nc with the radial difference in pixels between outer contours generated by our approach and the ones generated by Daugman algorithm with previous inner contour detection and normalization of pupil pixel values using our proposed approach (3.2). 
The Time Consuming Evaluation
For the evaluation of time consuming in the detection process we compared the time taken for the automatic contour detection using our approach and the time taken using the proposed by Daugman detection algorithm with the same quantity of images and similar hardware configuration. We expressed these measures in milliseconds related to the time consumed for contour detection by Daugman algorithm in 100 images from CASIA database.
The CASIA Database
The CASIA Iris Image Database [3] includes 108 classes and each class has 7 iris images captured in two sessions with a time interval about a month. So there are totally 756 iris images with a resolution of 320x280 pixels. In our experiment we used 1 image per class (108 images), see Fig 8.   Fig. 7 . Samples of the CASIA database used in the experiment
Experimental Results
In Table 1 and 2 we present the results obtained by experimental procedure described in 4.1 in the UBIRIS database. We can see that in both cases, ERD and IRD are less than 2.0 % and the GFT is bigger than 98%. The detector only fails in 3 samples detecting the inner contour (0.62%) but in 20 samples detecting the outer contour (4 %). In the Fig. 8 we present the results obtained by experimental procedure described in 4.3. The normalized correlation coefficients (Nc) are in all the cases of the CASIA database (Fig.8A ) bigger than 0.9. This result shows that the texture codification areas extracted from images in which the iris contour was automatically detected by our own approach are very similar to the ones obtained from those in which the iris contour was detected by Daugman algorithm. They can be used for the feature extraction and identification. The results in the UBIRIS database (Fig.8B) show that the under not controlled illumination conditions the Nc values are in most of cases bigger than 0.7.
From Fig.9 , we observe that when our approach is used, the time of processing decreases in approximately 45% of the total of the time used by Daugman algorithm to process the same quantity of images with similar hardware configuration. 
Conclusions
In this paper we proposed an approach based on the Adaboosting technique for fast detection of the iris and pupil contour in the images of human eyes. The proposed approach overcomes the problem of the specular light reflected in the pupil or in the iris and allows the detection and localization of the circular sector of the texture codification area for feature extraction. To increase the speed of the proposed algorithm we used the Lookup table containing all the possible values of the circumferential sectors describing the iris contours. The experimental results show that our proposal is equivalent in accuracy in comparison with the well validated Daugman algorithm together with a relevant improvement of the computational time.
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